Ignoring A Sales Tool?

Sales teams have been hesitant to give serious consideration to integrating text
messaging into their sales process. Research suggests that this application
channel is the most heavily used communication tool now used. It may be time to
reconsider building strategy, gathering lead information and engaging with
prospects by leveraging texting. Here are some current market realities to consider.
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Cadence Catalyst

Seconds

It takes the average person 90 minutes
to respond to email and 90 seconds to
respond to a text.

112%
A text sent alone converts at 4.8%.
Same message, sent after a call
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Pro
The personal nature of texting and mobile phones make instant messaging
a powerful sales tool. People tend to ignore phone calls, junk mail, spam,
or advertising, yet people tend to read virtually every text they get. Sales
teams that offer the option for prospects to text when they already have
the option of email or the phone, generally increase prospect engagement.

Con
Text messaging is a very personal medium. As a matter of practice, ask
for permission from the prospect to text them. Be aware that some
conservative or heavily regulated industries may frown on texting. In a
complex selling environment, it may be more difficult to communicate in
SMS format, which in some platforms are limited to 160 characters.
Thus, messages must be inherently short. If you can’t be brief, you may
want to avoid texting. Avoid using emailing to ”hound” prospects or to
discuss features and benefits.
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